
CLAIMS

1 . A resoiirce management system, comprisingy

a resource characteristic database; andy

in the resource characteristic database; for each of a pluraUty of resources,

means for storing a skill level required for the resource.

10

2. The resource management system of claim 1, further comprising:

an enterprise resource database;/and

in the enterprise resource database, for each of a plurality of human resources

in the enterprise, means for storing a/skill level of the human resource.

3. The resource manageme^if^s/em of claim 2, further comprising:

in the resource chpacte^stic database, for each of the plurality of resources,

15 means for storing informatioij/about attributes of the resource.

20

4. The resoTirce managementi system of claim 1, further comprising:

in the resource chayacreristic database, for each of the plurality of resources,

means for storing iiworn/gftion afentit attributes of the resource.

5. The resource mabgfefenient system of claim 2, further comprising:

in the enterprise resource database, for each of a plurality of resources in the

enterprise, means for storing actual characteristics of the resource.

2 5 6. The resource/management system of claim 5, wherein the actual characteristics are

defined as oneyof machine inputs or inputs defining what an operators sees, hears,

smells, tastesyor touches.

7. The resource management system of claim 1, further comprising:

3 0 in me enterprise resource database, for each of a plurality of resources in the

enterprise, means for storing actual characteristics of the resource.
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8. The resource management system of claim 7, wherein the actual charap^ristics are

defined as one of machine inputs or inputs defining what an operators s^s, hears,

smells, tastes or touches.

9. The resource management system of claim 4, fiirther compriaiiig:

in the enterprise resource database, for each of a plurality of resources in the

enterprise, means for storing actual characteristics of the resource.

10. The resource management system of claim 9, wherein the actual characteristics

are defined as one of machine inputs or inputs defin^g what an operators sees, hears,

smells, tastes or touches.

1 1 . A resource management system, compri^ng:

an enterprise resource database; and

in the enterprise resource database, for each of a plurality of resources in the

enterprise, means for storing actu^ chauracteristics of the resource, wherein the actual

characteristics are defined as o^q ofmachine inputs or inputs defining what an

operators sees, hears, smells,/aste^or touches.

12. The resource managen^en^^ste^^^ofclaim 1 1, fiirther comprising:

a resource characterisri/ database; and

in the resource ch4j?airteristic database, for each of the plurality of resources,

means for storing inforrnition about attributes of the resource.

13. A resource management system, comprising:

an enterprise^resource database for storing information about resources being

used in an enterpryse;

a deficiency database for storing information regarding interactions among

resources and Igiown deficiencies related to the resources and the interactions among

the resources; And

meanis for identifying fi-om the database deficiencies related to the resources

being used in the enterprise.
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14. The resource management system of claim 13, further comprising

>

means for receiving an indication of estimated life of a resoi^rce being used in

an enterprise;

wherein the deficiency database includes, for each defi^ifency of each resource,

a cost impact of the deficiency;

an efficiency analyzer that uses the cost impact of ifte deficiency fi-om the

deficiency database and estimated life of the resource a^u determines whether the use

of the resource meets defined constraints.

15. The resource management system of claim l4, further comprising:

an enterprise performance database in^ding information about entities and

predictions, decisions and actions made by the entities; and

an accountability assignor/tnat,)giyen an indication of a deficiency, identifies,

using the enterprise performaneJe database, one of the entities that made a prediction,

decision or action that resulted in th*Meficiency.

16. The resource management s/stem of claim 14, wherein the deficiency database

includes for each resource a snecificaliQiLPf a life associated with each of one or more

deficiencies related to /the re^urce, and further comprising:

a resource lifelestirnator that, given an indication of a deficiency related to a

resource, identifies a li^for the resource associated with the deficiency firom the

deficiency database.

25 17. The resource inanagement system of claim 16, wherein the deficiency database

includes for eacn resource a specification of one or more failure modes associated

with each of one or more deficiencies related to the resource, and fiirther comprising:

a failure mode predictor that, given an indication of a deficiency related to a

resource, identifies a failure mode associated with the deficiency from the deficiency

3 0 database-/
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18. The resource management system of claim 17, wherein the deficienoy database

includes, for each resource, display information about a failure mode ^corresponding to

the deficiency, and further comprising:

means for prompting a user for selection, using the displa/ information from

the deficiency database, to identify a failure mode of the resouj;ce in response to a

failure of the resource.

19. The resource management system of claim 18, wherein the deficiency database

that stores an indication of a failure mode correspondi^ to a deficiency for each

1 0 resource, and further comprising: /

means for receiving an indication of a failure mode of a resource; and

a deficiency identifier that identifies one or more deficiencies in the resource

related to the indicated failure mode using th^deficiency database.

15 20, The resource management system of claim 19, wherein the deficiency database

stores information about one or mdrevaorrective actions associated with each

deficiency of each resource, ai^ fumer comprising:

means for receiving sm indication of a deficiency of a resource; and

means for accessing th^^^rective action associated with the deficiency of the

2 0 resource from the deficiency dafotfase.

21 . The resource manajgement system of claim 20, further comprising:

an enterprise perxormance database including information about entities and

predictions, decisions^d actions made by the entities; and

2 5 an accoimta^ility assignor that, given an indication of a deficiency, identifies,

using the enterprise performance database, one of the entities that made a prediction,

decision or action that resulted in the deficiency.

22. The resource management system of claim 21, further comprising:

3 0 a life cycle cost analyzer for computing a life cycle cost corresponding to the

deficienoy identified.
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23. The resource management system of claim 22, further comprising:

a database for storing competitive pricing information aboWt the resource and

for storing information regarding cost structure of a purchaser ola resource; and

means for identifying from the database a price for th^^resource using the

stored cost information and stored pricing information.

10

24. The resource management system of claim 22, luftner comprising:

a pricing analyzer having an input for receiving information describing a

desired resource, and for accessing the enterpriseresource database to retrieve

information about suppliers for the resource, and having an output for providing an

indication of a price and supplier for the rescmrce.

15

20

25. The resource management system ot claim 14, wherein the deficiency database

that stores an indication of a failure irrode corresponding to a deficiency for each

resource, and further comprising:

means for receiving an iiijiicatiJ^n of a failure mode of a resource; and

a deficiency identifiein;Kat identifies one or more deficiencies in the resource

related to the indicated failm-^mode asing the deficiency database

nof c

25

26. The resource manafifefnent/system of claim 25, wherein the deficiency database

stores information aboii^ oneyfer more corrective actions associated with each

deficiency of each res/Jurc^, and further comprising:

means for recJeiving an indication of a deficiency of a resource; and

means for accessing the corrective action associated with the deficiency of the

resource from the deficiency database.

30

27. The resource management system of claim 26, further comprising:

an emerprise performance database including information about entities and

predictions/ decisions and actions made by the entities; and

/accountability assignor that, given an indication of a deficiency, identifies,

using th^ enterprise performance database, one of the entities that made a prediction,

decision or action that resulted in the deficiency.
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28. The resource management system of claim 17, further comprismg:

a Ufe cycle cost analyzer for computing a life cycle cost^corresponding to the

deficiency identified.

10

29. The resource management system of claim 13, wh^in the deficiency database

stores an indication of a failure mode corresponding p a deficiency for each resource,

and further comprising:

means for receiving an indication of a faifure mode of a resource; and

a deficiency identifier that identifies o/e or more deficiencies in the resource

related to the indicated failure mode using the deficiency database.

30. The resource management systempi any of claims 13 through 29, further

comprising generating results accori^g to specified constraints of an enterprise.

15

31. The resource manageni^tisystem of any of claims 13 through 29, further

comprising automaticaliychaj^ing results according to changes in the enterprise

resources.

2 0 32. The resource m^lag0me^Ssystem of claim 30, further comprising automatically

changing results acfcoraing to changes in the specified constraints of the enterprise.

33. A resource maiiagement system, comprising;

a deficiency database for storing information regarding interactions among

2 5 resources and known deficiencies related to the interactions;

means for receiving a specification of resources being used in an enterprise;

mean/ for identifying from the database deficiencies related to the specified

resources.

3 0 34. A resource management system, comprising:

leans for receiving an indication of a failure mode of a resource;

^a deficiency database that stores an indication of a deficiency associated with a
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failure mode for each of a plurality of resources; and

a deficiency identifier that identifies one or more deficiei4cies in the resource

related to the indicated failure mode using the deficiency dataj/ase.

5 35. The resource management system of claim 34, wherejin the failure mode is an

estimated failure mode.

36. The resource management system of claim 34, jiK^herein the failure mode is an

actual cause of failure.

10

37. The resource management system of clai^^ 34, wherein the resource is an

operating resource.

38. The resource management system o/ claim 34, wherein the resource is a himian

15 resource.

39. The resource management system of claim 34, wherein the resource is a

manufacturing resource.

2 0 40. The resource manageme^tysYStem of claim 34, wherein the deficiency database

includes for each resource si speqificatimi of a life associated with each of one or more

deficiencies related to me/repour^e^^^^mi fiirther comprising;

a resource life/e/timator that, given an indication of a deficiency related to a

resource, identifies a ^^nov the resource associated with the deficiency fi-om the

25 deficiency database. J

30

41 . The resourceymanagement system of claim 40, fiirther comprising:

a life cyde cost analyzer for computing a life cycle cost corresponding to the

deficiency identified.

42. The re/ource management system of claim 34, wherein the deficiency database

includes, /or each deficiency of each resource, a cost impact of the deficiency, and
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further comprising:

means for receiving an indication of estimated life of a resource Ij^ing used in

an enterprise;

an efficiency analyzer that uses the cost impact of the deficie6cy from the

5 deficiency database and estimated life of the resource and deterrn^es whether the use

of the resource meets defined constraints.

43. The resource management system of claim 42, wherefn the deficiency database

includes for each of a plurality of resources a specificaaon of a life associated with

1 0 each of one or more deficiencies related to the resource; and

a resource life estimator that, given an indication of a deficiency related to a

resource, identifies a life for the resource asso9iated with the deficiency from the

deficiency database.

15 44. The resource management systeni^f claim 43, further comprising:

a life cycle cost analyzer for computing a life cycle cost corresponding to the

deficiency identified. /

45. A resource mansig^Qntkj^stem, comprising:

2 0 a deficiency databa(se1 for storing information about a plurality of resources,

including informatipn a^ut oher6r more corrective actions associated with each

deficiency of each/of^e plurality of resources;

means for deceiving an indication of a deficiency of a resource; and

means for accessing the corrective action associated with the deficiency of the

2 5 resource from theMleficiency database.

46. A resource management system comprising:

an enterprise performance database including information about entities and

prediction's, decisions and actions made by the entities; and

3 0 an accountability assignor that, given an indication of a deficiency, identifies,

using me enterprise performance database, one of the entities that made a prediction,

decision or action that resulted in the deficiency.
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47. A resource management system comprising: /

means for receiving an indication of estimated life ofV^resource being used in

an enterprise; /
5 a deficiency database including, for each deficiency of each resource, a cost

impact of the deficiency; /

an efficiency analyzer that uses the cost iny^act of the deficiency from the

deficiency database and estimated life of the res^mrce and determines whether the use

of the resource meets defined constraints. /

10 /
48. The resource management system opclaim 47, further comprising:

an enterprise performance database including information about entities and

predictions, decisions and actions made by the entities; and

an accountability assignor that, given an indication of a deficiency, identifies,

15 using the enterprise performance database, one of the entities that made a prediction,

decision or action that resulted in the deficiency,

49. A resource management system, comprising:

a deficient dat^^ including for each of a plurality of resources a

2 0 specification o^ne^ofl more failure modes associated with each of one or more

deficiencies r^atpd lothe resource; and

a famirer m/d^redictor that, given an indication of a deficiency related to a

resource, ifientifies a faiR^ mode associated with the deficiency firom the deficiency

database. / / /

25 Yy
50. A resource management system, comprising:

/ a deficiency database including for each of a plurality of resources a

spedfication of a life associated with each of one or more deficiencies related to the

resource; and

3 0 / a resource life estimator that, given an indication of a deficiency related to a

resource, identifies a life for the resource associated with the deficiency from the

/ deficiency database.
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5 1 . The resoiorce management system of claim 50, further comprising

a failure mode predictor that, given an indication of a deficie^icy related to a

resource, identifies a failure mode associated with the deficiency^n'om the deficiency

database.

Ol

52. A resource management system, comprising:

a deficiency database including, for each of a pfurality of resources,

information for each resource about one or more de^ciencies and corresponding

10 display information about a failure mode correspizmding to the deficiency;

means for prompting a user for selection, using the display information fi*om

the deficiency database, to identify a failur^/mode of the resource in response to a

failure of the resource.

15 53. The resource management systefti of claim 52, further comprising:

a database for storing infqraiation describing a predicted hfe and a predicted

failure mode of a resource; andy

means for comparingidn actual failure mode and actual life of a resource to the

predicted life and predjcte^ailure mode of the resource.

20

54. The resource nj/^srfejfefnent system of claim 52, wherein the deficiency database

stores an indicatiq^i (fi^ deficiency associated with a failure mode for each of a

plurality of resodtofea^and^utttter compnsmg:

means foKm:eiving an indication of a failure mode of a resource;

25 a deficiency identifier that identifies one or more deficiencies in the resource

related to the/ndicated failure mode using the deficiency database.

55. The ryfesource management system of claim 54, wherein the deficiency database

stores information about one or more corrective actions associated with each

3 0 deficiency of each resource;

means for receiving an indication of a deficiency of a resource; and

means for accessing the corrective action associated with the deficiency of the
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resource from the deficiency database.

56. The resource management system of claim 55, further comprising:

an enterprise performance database including informationyabout entities and

5 predictions, decisions and actions made by the entities; and

an accountability assignor that, given an indication o^a deficiency, identifies,

using the enterprise performance database, one of the entijfes that made a prediction,

decision or action that resulted in the deficiency.

10 57. The resovirce management system of claim 56yfurther comprising:

a life cycle cost analyzer for computing ^ife cycle cost corresponding to the

deficiency identified.

58. A resource management system comOTising:

15 an enterprise resource databasegoring information describing resources in an

enterprise;

an input for receiving a deatfription of goals and objectives; and

means for determining arr ideal combination of resources for meeting the

described goals and objectj?^€^sing the enterprise resource database.

20

59. A resource manag&mefitiystem comprising:

an enterprise^escfurceWatabaj^e;

a pricing an&lyzeynaving an input for receiving information describing a

desired resource, and for accessing the enterprise resource database to retrieve

2 5 information aboutysuppliers for the resource, and having an output for providing an

indication of a nnce and supplier for the resource.

60. A system for providing customized engineered products, comprising:

means for receiving an indication of resources with which the engineered

3 0 product is to interact;

leans for specifying the engineering product to be compatible with the

identi^ed resources; and
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means for manufacturing the engineered product as specified.

10

15

20

61 . A system for providing specific installation and operating instructions for an

engineered product, comprising:

a database for storing a specific installation andy^perating instruction variant

for each variant of the engineered product;

means for receiving a specification for the engineered product; and

means for accessing the database to retrieve the specific installation and

operating instruction for the specified engineei^ed product.

62. The system of claim 61, wherein the ^tabase further includes a corrective action

associated with a deficiency in the specmcation of the engineered product, and

wherein the installation and operating/nstructions for the specified engineered

product includes the corrective actic

63. A system for managing resources, comprising:

a database for storing i/formation describing deficiencies of a supplier of

resoiarces;

means for regeivii^^an indication of a desired resource; and

means for 46ten?5|ning from the database the ability of the supplier to provide

the desired resou^fce ai56ording to the described deficiencies.

64. A system fibr iWanaging sales of a resource, comprising:

a datahfe;^for storing competitive pricing information about the resource and

25 for storing infonfnation regarding cost structure of a purchaser of a resource; and

means^or identifying from the database a price for the resource using the

stored cost imformation and stored pricing information.

65. An information service system, comprising:

3 0 resource characteristic database for storing information describing one or

more attributes of a plurality of resources;

an actual resource database for storing information about resources in use in
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one or more enterprises;

a performance database for storing information about performanc9^of the

resources in use;

a deficiency database for storing information describing one cfr more

5 deficiencies of the pluraUty of resources in the resource characteri^ic database;

means for enabling multiple entities to access the datab^es.

66. The information service system of claim 65, whereityftie deficiency database

includes, for each resource, display information abouty^failure mode corresponding to

1 0 the deficiency, and further comprising:

means for prompting a user from one of th6 multiple entities for selection,

using the display information from the deficiency database, to identify a failure mode

of the resource in response to a failure of the^esource.

15 67. The information service system of eQaim 66, wherein the deficiency database that

stores an indication of a failure mod^/corresponding to a deficiency for each resource,

and further comprising:

means for receiving aif^flication of a failure mode of a resource; and

a deficiency identmer tfiat identifies one or more deficiencies in the resource

2 0 related to the indicated failiy^/mode using the deficiency database.

25

68. The information sepriCQ system of claim 67, wherein the deficiency database

stores information abpuC one or more corrective actions associated with each

deficiency of each resource, and further comprising:

means foryreceiving an indication of a deficiency of a resource; and

means for accessing the corrective action associated with the deficiency of the

resource fi-om/he deficiency database.

69. The information service system of claim 68, further comprising:

3 0 an'enterprise performance database including information about entities and

predictions, decisions and actions made by the entities; and

'an accountability assignor that, given an indication of a deficiency, identifies.
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using the enterprise performance database, one of the entities that made a/prediction,

decision or action that resuhed in the deficiency.

70. The resource management system of claim 69, further comprising:

5 a Ufe cycle cost analyzer for computing a life cycle cosycorresponding to the

deficiency identified.

71. A resource management system, comprising:

a database for storing information describing/ach of a plurality of resources,

1 0 and information describing deficiencies in each ofme resources and deficiencies

arising from interactions among the plurality of/esources;

means for allowing selection of a combination of resources; and

means for indicating deficiencies in^he selected combination of resources and

suggestion changes in resources to remg^ve one or more deficiencies.

15

72. The resource management syst^ of claim 71, further comprising:

a compatibility analyzer coupled to the resource characteristic database, the

compatibility analyzer having an input that receives the data indicative of a

characteristic of a firsjUresource for comparison of a characteristic of a second

2 0 resource, to deternnne k iriodification which, when made to one of the first resource

and the second, /Uovsj^^e first resource to be compatible with the second resource.

73. The resoi/rce #andfeement system of claim 71, further comprising:

meanfe fo/providing from the resource characteristic database data indicative

2 5 of a characterisfic of a first resource for comparison of a characteristic of a second

resource, and^for receving an indication of a modification which, when made to one of

the first resource and the second, allows the first resource to be compatible with the

second r^isource.

3 0 74. ^ human resource management system, comprising:

a resource characteristic database including for each resource, a required skill

le/el for the resource;
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an enterprise resource database including, for each resource, an a^ociated

human resource, and for each human resource, a skill level; and

means for indicating deficiencies in the association ofhum^ resources with

resources and associated corrective actions.

10

75. A pxirchasing system comprising:

a failure analyzer that presents an individual with/^)ossible causes of failure of

a resoxirce and associated corrective actions, wherein ^corrective action includes a

purchase of a resource; and

means, operative in response to selection^f a cause of failure, for initiating a

purchase transaction for the resource.

76. A process for building a resource management system, comprising:

creating a database including a solution defined as a combination of resovirces

1 5 and information regarding deficienci^ of other resources with respect to the solution,

and

during use of the resourci^ management system, adding information about

resources being used to thg/d^base, including deficiencies of the resources with

respect to the solution.

20

77. A resource manji'^eiA^nt system, comprising:

a database fi&r ^/rin^^nfgja^ation describing each of a plurality of resources,

and information dis^j^mg deficiencies in each of the resources and deficiencies

arising fi"om intera^ons among the plurality of resources;

2 5 means fo/allowing selection of a combination of resources; and

means |or identifying deficiencies in predictions, decisions and/or actions

related to the^elected combination of resources.

78. A resource management system, comprising:

3 0 ? failure analyzer that presents an individual with possible causes of failure of

a resoi^ce and associated corrective actions, wherein a corrective action includes an

action related to the resource; and
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means, operative in response to selection of a c^i^e of failure, for initiating the

action related to the resource.

79. The resource management systei^x^^im 78, wherein the action comprises

defining a specification of a prodiija

80. The resource managern^:^^^tem of^IaimTS^ wherein the action comprises

generation of engineered^nstallation and operating instructions.

0 /?/>
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